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Calkins Chisel Chopper

TM

The Calkins Chisel Chopper can save time, fuel,
and money by eliminating several other field operations which also reduces ground compaction.
The Chisel Chopper mixes surface residue into the
soil to speed decomposition and opens up the
ground for better water absorption while reducing
wind and water erosion of valuable top soil.
Features:
MAINFRAME: Our rugged four-bar frame design is constructed with 6"x4" steel tubing, offering better placement of the shank for more trash
clearance.
WHEEL LEG ASSEMBLY: Walking beams have replaceable spindles, heavy-duty 8-bolt hubs,
tapered bearings on walking beam pivot, and wheels. Tandem walking wheels support more
weight and add stability in road transport position.
FRONT ATTACHMENT: 20" coulters on 12" spacing or paddle gangs. The front attachment
with hydraulic in or out as needed for field conditions. The front attachment comes with hydraulic
lift and is spring-loaded for easy adjustment to any soil condition.

COULTERS

SHANKS: The 1-1/4"x 2"x 32" spring cushion shank assembly is standard equipment. Four
rows of shanks placed on 12"-centers give maximum trash clearance while working the ground
completely.
PADDLES: 28" paddle sections are placed on
30" gangs or 60" gangs. Every paddle section
has two heavy-duty, relubeable, sealed bearings; The paddle blade is self-sharpening.

PADDLES
CHISEL CHOPPER SPECIFICATIONS
Model

REAR PADDLES: 5-blade and 6-blade chopper sections are mounted on each 60" paddle
gang assembly. This reduces vibration, provides
smooth cutting action and increases cutting
pressure on the cutting blade. The spring-loaded
chopper sections are adjustable to suit soil conditions.

NUMBER OF SHANKS

13'

15'

17'

20'

13

15

17

19

WORKING WIDTH,

12'6"

15'6"

17'6"

20'

TRANSPORT LENGTH,

21'S"

21"8"

21'S"

21'8"

TRANSPORT WIDTH,

15'6"

15'6"

17'11"

20'5"

TRANSPORT HEIGHT,

7'3"

7'3"

7'3"

7'3"

WEIGHT (LBS),
SUGGESTED HORSEPOWER:

7,953

8,512

9.630

11,465

185-240

225-325

250-375

325-425
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